
From time to time, we make changes to our products and services because 
of changes to legislation or procedures. This section will keep you up to date 
with recent developments.

Confirmation of earlier proposals
Two changes described in the February 2016 
issue of SuperNews came into effect on  
15 August 2016. They are changes to:

 5 our unit pricing model, and 

 5 the timing of our administration fee 
deduction to the end of the month.

Asset test changes from  
1 January 2017
The fortnightly rates for the age pension are 
reduced by $1.50 for every $1,000 of assessable 
assets above the full age pension threshold, 
currently $209,000 for a single homeowner and 
$296,500 for a couple. From 1 January 2017,  
this ‘taper rate’ will increase to $3.00 per $1,000  
of excess assets. This means the limit on assets  
up to which a partial pension is payable will  
drop significantly and fewer people will be 
eligible for a part pension.

However, the assets threshold for a full pension will 
increase to $250,000 for a single homeowner and 
$375,000 for a couple homeowner, so some part-
pensioners will have an increase in their payments.

The age pension is subject to both an assets test 
and an income test. Whichever produces the 
lowest pension payment is the one that applies. 

We are moving to a new custodian
We are moving to a new custodian, State Street 
Australia Limited (ABN 21 002 965 200;  
AFSL 241419), towards the end of 2016. Our 
current custodian is JP Morgan Chase Bank, N.A.

Federal Budget update
On 3 May 2016, the government announced a 
number of proposed changes to superannuation 
and income streams including, from 1 July 
2017, the introduction of a new lifetime cap 
of $1.6 million on the amount you can transfer 
to a retirement income stream. In addition 
they proposed a new 15% tax on investment 
earnings for transition to retirement income 
streams. This measure would start on 1 July 
2017 and apply regardless of when the account 
started. To find out whether this and other 
proposals from the Budget have been made law, 
please visit the blog on our website. 

    your super
Information about
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Risk band Risk label
Expected frequency  
of negative returns

Australian fixed 
interest

6 (5) High (Medium-high) 4.9

International fixed 
interest

5 (3) Medium-high (Low-medium) 3.2

For more information see Guidelines for measuring risk under Understanding investments and risk 
on our website.

Changes to two risk measures
The Standard Risk Measure (SRM) shows an option’s risk band and label, which can range from 
1 (very low) to 7 (very high). The SRM allows members to compare investment options that are 
expected to deliver a similar number of negative annual returns over any 20-year period. 

The ratings for the following investment options changed as a result of our recent annual review 
of the risk measures (previous ratings and labels are shown in brackets). The ratings for our other 
investment options have not changed. 

Revised investment objectives
On 15 August, we changed the investment objectives for a number of our investment options to 
provide clearer benchmarks. In addition the new Balanced Growth objective takes into account the 
current low-return environment.

Investment option New objective

Balanced Growth
(previously Balanced) CPI + 3.25% pa over rolling 10-year periods net of tax and fees.

Australian Equities To track the S&P/ASX 300 Index (dividends reinvested), after fees.

Australian Equities  
Socially Responsible 
Investment

To outperform the S&P/ASX 200 Index (dividends reinvested)  
over rolling five-year periods, after fees.

International Equities To track the MSCI World Index ex-Australia Net Dividends 
Reinvested (unhedged in Australian dollars), after fees.

Property To outperform a combined index, the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT  
Developed Rental Index (hedged) and CPI + 5% over rolling  
five-year periods, after fees.

Australian Fixed Interest To track the Bloomberg AusBond Composite 0 + Yr Index, after fees.

International  
Fixed Interest

To track the Barclays Global Aggregate Float Adjusted Index fully 
hedged to Australian dollars, after fees.

Cash To track the Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index, after fees.

The investment objectives for other options have not changed.
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Updates to investment fees, performance-based fees and  
indirect cost ratios
We have updated the investment fees, performance-based fees and indirect costs for our 
investment options. These amounts are incorporated into the unit price calculation and are not 
directly deducted from your account. As a guide, the table below shows estimates of these fees 
and costs (and total estimated dollar amounts).

Investment option

Investment fees  
% per year1 

(excluding 
performance-
related fees)

Estimated 
performance-

related 
fees % per 

year2

Estimated indirect 
cost ratio % per 
year3 (excluding 

performance-
related fees)

Estimated total 
investment fees 
and indirect cost 

ratio expressed as  
$ per $50,0004

High Growth 0.46% 0.03% 0.10% $295
Growth
(previously Diversified) 0.42% 0.03% 0.09% $270

Diversified Socially  
Responsible Investment 0.51% 0.04% 0.12% $335

Balanced Growth 
(previously Balanced) 0.39% 0.03% 0.08% $250

Conservative Growth
(previously Capital Guarded) 0.27% 0.02% 0.04% $165

Australian Equities 0.08% 0.00% 0.00% $40
Australian Equities 
Socially Responsible 
Investment

0.57% 0.00% 0.00% $285

International Equities 0.09% 0.00% 0.00% $45
Property 0.76% 0.09% 0.18% $515

Australian Fixed Interest 0.07% 0.00% 0.00% $35
International Fixed 
Interest 0.10% 0.00% 0.00% $50

Cash 0.07% 0.00% 0.00% $35
1  Investment fees are estimated for the 12 months to 30 June 2017.
2  Performance-related fees are the sum of performance-related fees of the fund estimated for the 12 months  

to 30 June 2017 and the performance-related fees of underlying investments calculated for the 12 months to 
30 June 2016.

3  The indirect cost ratio is calculated for the 12 months to 30 June 2016.
4  This is the combined total of the investment fee, performance-related fees and other indirect costs expressed as 

dollars for each investment option.

Confirmation of changes to our investment options
Since 1 July 2016, the following investment proposals disclosed in the February 2016 issue of 
SuperNews have been fully implemented:

 5 the International Equities option has been unhedged, which means members in this option 
are fully exposed to currency movements 

 5 the asset allocation for the Property option has changed from 65% unlisted/35% listed 
to 65% listed/35% unlisted property. This change improves diversification, reduces 
investment fees and strengthens liquidity.
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Aged care
planning

Making aged care arrangements  
for yourself or your loved ones 
might not be something you want 
to think about before you have to.  
But planning your aged care 
strategy now can ensure you make 
the best decisions for the future. 

Arranging aged care can be complex and it’s  
easy to overlook important details. Not only 
do you have to find suitable accommodation, 
but you have to fund it. For many people, 
the complexity of funding options can be 
overwhelming. 

We have aged care specialists who can help 
you evaluate the funding alternatives and 
choose the option that works best for your 
circumstances. 

Make an enquiry
We can help you understand how aged care works, and move forward with a 
plan that makes good financial sense. For a discussion with one of our aged care 
specialists*, call us or visit firststatesuper.com.au/advice

How we help
Understanding aged care costs in a general 
sense is one thing; but understanding how they 
relate to your personal situation is where things 
can become confusing. One of our aged care 
specialists can analyse your options and help 
you make an informed decision.

We can:

 5 identify the costs that will apply

 5 structure payment arrangements so that 
care is affordable in the short and long term 

 5 help you decide what assets should be kept  
or sold, including the family home

 5 develop strategies to maximise any 
government benefits, including the age 
pension

 5 talk through estate planning complexities.

* Aged care advice is provided by First State Super Financial Services Pty Ltd ABN 37 096 452 318, AFSL 240019.

creating peace of mind
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More than 750,000 people like you rely on us to look after 
their retirement savings.

This strength in numbers gives us the ability to offer  
competitive fees, returns and greater value.

You wouldn’t have it any other way. Neither would we. 

We do everything as if you are here

This document contains general information only and does not take into account your specific objectives, financial situation or needs. Before making a decision about 
First State Super, consider the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) for the product you currently hold or are considering. The PDS is available from firststatesuper.com.au 
or by calling 1300 650 873. FSS Trustee Corporation ABN 11 118 202 672 AFSL 293340 is the trustee of the First State Superannuation Scheme ABN 53 226 460 365.

firststatesuper.com.au     |     1300 650 873

Winner.  
Best Growth  
Super Fund.
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